My Favorite Angel Stories
By: Joe L. Wheeler

What has been your experience?

• Baylor University discovered that "Half of all Americans believe they are protected by guardian angels." said a Washington Times article from September
A Barna Group 2009 year end report stated that less than four out of every ten self-identified Christians firmly accept the teaching that a person can be influenced by spiritual forces, such as angels or demons.

The UK Newspaper *The Telegraph* reported on October 17, 2013: "More than half of the British population still believes that “spiritual” forces” affect life on Earth even if they have turned their back on formal religion."

Leaving South Korea, I was visibly alone standing with luggage outside a bus stop late at night. Alone in a foreign country standing inches above the local people I prayed for a taxi to my friends house. The first came and left leaving me that much more insecure. The next arrived, with no GPS, no English skills, and no knowledge of my where destination was. 30 minutes and many red light conversations later with other drivers, God used His angels to guide us to the end destination. Reminding me I am never truly alone.

"When each of us looks back over our lives, rare will be the person who doesn't see incidents like these, providential rescues, times when our lives were spared by unexplainable deviations from natural law and natural probabilities, when God stepped in, through His angels, to save us." - Joe L. Wheeler

Click Here to sample a chapter.  
Click Here to get your copy.

-Chris
Both studies taken from *Staying Healthy for Life*
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